MICHAEL PENN
WEB • UI/UX • GRAPHIC DESIGNER
BILINGUAL EN/FR

> EXPERIENCE
WEB/UX/UI – GRAPHIC DESIGNER
05-2019 to Present
Summitt Energy
Create well-designed, tested code using best practices for website development,
including mobile and responsive site design
Create websites UX/UI using standard HTML/CSS practices using Bootstrap or
WordPress builder.
Meet regularly with business stakeholders and management to understand and refine
business and functional requirements and determine project scopes and
specifications. Layout of wireframe using Adobe XD.
Work independently and cooperatively on multiple projects with marketing team and
dev team, meeting deadlines and budget constraints, and scheduling project
implementation based on workload, which may include five or more simultaneous
projects.
WEB/UX DIGITIAL DESIGNER
10-2017 to 01-2019
Postmedia
Build advanced template-based landing pages and custom landing pages engage your
visitor for a great UI/UX experience.
Design and deliver high-quality graphic and web elements for advertiser and
prominent online advertiser. Design and code HTML & CSS email blast for cross
platform compatibility.
UX/UI - VISUAL DESIGNER & WEB DESIGNER
10-2012 to Present
ipenn-design
Creation responsive website that respond to user services, offering the best
experience across desktop, laptops, tablets, and mobile devices.
Design custom brochures, reports, and other materials to help support and elevate
brand
Creation of beautiful engaging visual websites designs that engage your visitor for a
great UI/UX experience
Logo design and branding
Web Design and UI/UX design using HTML and CSS
GRAPHIC DESIGNER
07-2013 to 08-2013
Achieve Global (Short term contact)
Worked on a translation projects creating layouts and type setting. Created sales
collateral, marketing literature, and print ads.
Collaborated with cross-functional & multidisciplinary teams to ensure final product
represents client’s vision
Created unique and creative themes to help support and enhance brand uniqueness
Designed of learning manuals, brochures, and other educational materials
WEB & UX/UI DESIGNER - GRAPHIC DESIGNER
07-2012 to 08-2012
Adecco(Short term contact)
Designed of various corporate documents and email blast in accordance to the
branding standards in collaboration with the art director.

CONTACT
PHONE
+1 (647) 996-5619

WEBSITE
www.ipenn-design.com

ADDRESS
Toronto, ON

SKILLS
0%

Photoshop

Dreamweaver
Bootstrap
HTML / CSS
UX/UI best
practices
Typography
Website Design
WordPress
Wire framing
InVision / Adobe XD

LANGUAGES
English

French

Speak
Read
Write

Speak
Read
Write

> EDUCATION
WEB / GRAPHIC DESIGN
2009 to 2012
Seneca College
Advanced Diploma in Graphic, Web & UX/UI Design for: print, web design, UX/UI best
practices, UX/UI apps design, packaging, environmental and marketing campaigns for
businesses publishing, advertising and branding.

100%

INTERESTS
Travel
Movies
Aikido
Video games

Coffee
Learning
Music
Reading

